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Roger James Hamilton has not only created a new system of wealth creation that is very fast
replacing the existing system of finance taking a heavy toll on the purses of the people no matter
whether they are rich or poor but he has opened the doors that are going to remain opened for the
generations to come no matter to which strata of the society they belong to. And the reason being
that Roger has given the due importance to the role of nature in the art of wealth creation. And
sooner or later this had to happen as the role of nature in almost all the endeavors that human being
is involved in. And only one domain had been left untouched by the pristine nature and that field
was that of the wealth creation.

But Roger James Hamilton changed all that. He knew right from the bottom of his heart that
howsoever hard the man might try to alienate himself from the Mother Nature but the nature would
keep chasing him in every endeavor that he undertakes. And if man would not take the lessons
seriously that he is made to learn by the excluded nature, then he should be prepared to face the
worst of challenges or rather the obstacles that would automatically cross his path. And that has
precisely what has happened with the world of wealth creation.

One of the most important things that Roger James Hamilton did was to make sure that the nature
is given the place of pride in the entire rigmarole of wealth creation. But the question is that how
nature could be given that respected position. Well! Roger Hamilton really solved the puzzle through
the theories on wealth creation like the wealth dynamics and wealth spectrum. And any individual no
matter in which field of operation is involved with these theories would automatically lead him first to
his real self that has been hidden for far too long by the faÃ§ade that he had been wearing and then
that real being would lead him to the profession that would get him the real wealth that he deserves.

Another famous poet once wroteâ€• Nature moves in mysterious waysâ€•. And this line from one of the
most famous of poems has proven to be the lifeline in almost all the theories that Roger James
Hamilton has promulgated and has worked really hard to make people realize the same feelings
towards the role of nature in the act of wealth creation.
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